Straightline 40 Seam
Mack Bros Straightline 40 Seam is a traditional roofing and cladding system with a 40mm raised seam.
All fixings are concealed. The panels lap each other during installation and then mechanically folded
in a single lock or double lock configuration depending on the application and desired appearance.

Applications Widely used on new homes, existing buildings and commercial projects. Stylish application for roofs, facades,
turrets, domes, fascias and soffits. Use to create features such as chimney cladding, gable and infill, entrance canopies and
interior feature walls.
Features and Benefits







Fast installation as no need for seam closing.
Same in appearance to Straightline 40 Snaplock with a wide tray and raised seam.
Adapts to lower pitched roofs with a 40mm seam height accepting pitch down to 3 degrees.
Suitable for projects which need to comply with height restrictions and low roof designs.
Easily handled because of flexibility with complex designs and shapes.
Economical due to minimal wastage of materials and installation times.

Material Specifications Available in: Pure Zinc (numerous varieties in colours and pre-treatments), Aluminium (endless
colours and various textures), Galvanised Steel, Stainless Steel, Colorbond, Copper, Corten and more.
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About Straightline Seam | Overview
Mack Bros Straightline 25 and 40 Seam is a traditional roofing and cladding system with a raised seam. All fixings are concealed. The panels lap each other during
installation and then mechanically folded in a single lock or double lock configuration depending on the application and desired appearance.
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Straightline Seam is a timeless style profile used for wall cladding and roof sheeting.
When used in a roofing application a double lock seam is recommended when the
pitch is lower than 15 degrees.
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Vertical?

When used in a wall cladding
application panels can be installed
horizontally and vertically. If used
in a horizontal application the fold
must be towards the bottom of the
seam.
Fold to bottom of seam
in horizontal installation.
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Fold to bottom of seam
in horizontal installation.
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Both fixed and sliding clips are
manufactured in Stainless Steel and
are used to fix the panels to the
substrate. Sliding clips are used on
longer panels impacted by thermol
expansion and contraction. Please
contact Mack Bros for assistance.
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Straightline 25 Seam
Mack Bros Straightline 25 Seam is a traditional roofing and cladding system with a 25mm raised seam.
All fixings are concealed. The panels lap each other during installation and then mechanically folded
in a single lock or double lock configuration depending on the application and desired appearance.

Applications Widely used on new homes, existing buildings and commercial projects. Stylish application for roofs, facades,
turrets, domes, fascias and soffits. Use to create features such as chimney cladding, gable and infill, entrance canopies and
interior feature walls.
Features and Benefits







Fast installation as no need for seam closing.
Same in appearance to Straightline 25 Snaplock with a wide tray and raised seam.
Adapts to lower pitched roofs with a 25mm seam height accepting pitch down to 3 degrees.
Suitable for projects which need to comply with height restrictions and low roof designs.
Easily handled because of flexibility with complex designs and shapes.
Economical due to minimal wastage of materials and installation times.

Material Specifications Available in: Pure Zinc (numerous varieties in colours and pre-treatments), Aluminium (endless
colours and various textures), Galvanised Steel, Stainless Steel, Colorbond, Copper, Corten and more.
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